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Underwater acoustic(UWA) channel is a complex time-,space- and 
frequency-variant channel, which is restricted by numbers of negative factors, e.g. 
narrow band, high ambient noise, multipath distortion and deep fading. So to realize 
the high efficiency and real-time transmission of image with great data quantity, it will 
refer to both source coding and channel coding. Recently, along with the development 
of multimedia wireless communication, the Joint Source and Channel Coding receives 
more and more attention and becomes the important subject in the coding theory 
research. In the fading channel with high noise, e.g. mobile communication channel 
and UWA channel, JSCC gets better performance than separated coding. 
To aim at the image transmission in UWA communication system, this paper 
presents joint source and channel coding approach which takes advantage of the 
superior performance of Turbo-codes and the property of SPECK. In addition, 
combined with OFDM technology, the image transmission system in UWA channel is 
set up. 
This paper proposes unequal error protect for the progressive compressed image 
data according to error sensitiveness. This channel coding based on source utilizes the 
property of compressed data which generated in order of importance, and improves 
the limitation to error sensitivity. Studies also show that the method can get better 
balance between bit error rate and code length, and the image can get better anti-noise 
property. 
The innovation of this paper is putting forth the technology of joint source and 
channel coding in image transmission in the underwater acoustic channel. And it is an 
active attempt that the joint source and channel coding combines with OFDM 
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    本论文针对水下图像传输的研究目标，提出了基于整数小波变换的 SPECK 的






























































































述了基于提升算法的 SPECK 图像压缩算法。 
第三章是本论文的理论基础之二，介绍了信道编码中的 Turbo 码。 
第四章介绍了信源信道联合编码的思想及目前常用的几种联合编码技术。 
第五章主要介绍了本论文提出的基于SPECK和TURBO码的信源信道联合编码
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